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We prove that if A ª G ª Q is a short exact sequence of groups where G is
finitely generated, A and Q are abelian, A is a Z-torsion Krull dimension one
ZQ-module via conjugation then the FP -Conjecture holds. In general if G is ofm
type FP and either the extension is split or A is Z-torsion we show that A ism
m-tame as ZQ-module. Q 1996 Academic Press, Inc.
1. INTRODUCTION
Let G be a finitely generated metabelian group with an abelian normal
subgroup A and an abelian quotient Q , GrA. Then A is a finitely
 .generated left ZQ-module, where Q acts via conjugation. One geometri-
cal invariant of the ZQ-module A is
S Q s x : Q ª R N / 0, A is finitely generated as ZQ -module r; , 4 .A X x
  . 4where Q s q g Q : x q G 0 and ; is an equivalence relation inx
 . q  .Hom Q, R with equivalence classes R x , where x g Hom Q, R . If nZ Z
 .is the rank of Q then S Q can be viewed as a subset of the unit sphereA
ny1 n  .  .S in R , Hom Q, R . This presentation of S Q as a subset ofZ A
ny1 n  .S depends on the chosen isomorphism between R and Hom Q, R .Z
We assume from now on that such an isomorphism is fixed and consider
 . ny1S Q as a subset of S .A
The ZQ-module A is said to be m-tame if any characters x , . . . , x1 m
lying in
<D Q s x : Q ª R x / 0, A is not finitely generated as ZQ -module .  4A x
: R n
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 . nare contained in an open half subspace of Hom Q, R , R . The class ofZ
w x2-tame ZQ-modules was first considered by Bieri and Strebel in 5 .
A group G is said to be of type FP if the trivial ZG-module Z has am
projective resolution
??? ª P ª ??? ª P ª P ª Zi 1 0
w xwith P finitely generated as ZG-module for i F m. In 5 Bieri and Strebeli
prove that A is 2-tame if and only if G is finitely presented and show that
w xthis happens precisely when G is of type FP . Bieri and Groves 3 show2
that if G is of type FP and A is of exponent p for some prime integerm
w xp then A is m-tame as ZQ-module. In 2 Bieri suggests the following
conjecture
FP -Conjecture. G is of type FP if and only if A is m-tame.m m
In the case where G is a finitely generated metabelian group of finite
Prufer rank, i.e., there is an integer d such that every finitely generated
subgroup may be generated by at most d-generators, the FP -Conjecturem
Ê Êw x w xis proved by Aberg 1 . In 11 Noskov generalizes Aberg's proof and shows
that if A is torsion-free, G is a split extension of A by Q, and G is of type
FP then A is m-tame.m
One of the main results obtained in the paper is the following theorem.
THEOREM A. Let G be a finitely generated group with a normal subgroup
A and an abelian quotient Q , GrA such that A is a torsion abelian group
and has Krull dimension one as ZQ-module. If A is m-tame as ZQ-module
then G is of type FP .m
In order to prove Theorem A we construct a CW-complex Y, acted on
by G with the following properties:
 .i YrG is a compact space;
 .  .ii Y is m y 1 -acyclic;
 .iii the stabilizers in G of cells in Y are polycyclic.
Then we can apply the following criterion due to K. Brown.
w x  .THEOREM 9 . Suppose G is a group acting on m y 1 -acyclic CW-com-
 4plex Y. Let D be a directed index set and let Y be a filtration of Y bya a g D
G-subcomplexes Y such that Y has finite m-skeleton mod G for all a g D.a a
Furthermore, assume that e¨ery stabilizer G , where e is an i-cell of Y, is ofe
 4type FP , i F m. Then G is of type FP if and only if the filtration Ymy i m a a g D
 . is essentially m y 1 -acyclic i.e., for e¨ery a g D there exists b g D, a F b
 .  . .such that H Y ª H Y is the tri¨ ial homomorphism for each i F m y 1 .i a i b
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Remark. In the particular case when the set D contains only one
element Y s Y and the stabilizers are polycyclic, this being exactly thea
Ê w x  .situation we will meet later, Aberg notices in 1 that if Y is m y 1 -acyclic
then G is of type FP .m
The construction of the CW-complex Y resembles the construction
w xgiven in 1 but we do not require that G be a split extension of A by Q.
The complex Y is defined as a subspace of the product X of some G-trees
X and the G-trees X are similar to the valuation trees considered in the¨ ¨
w xsplit case in 1 . The tree X is the tree associated to a Cayley graph of G¨
and a discrete character ¨ of Q. Details about this construction can be
w xfound in 7 ; in 2.1 we explain all the properties of X we will need later.¨
We generalize one of the main ideas of the proof of the FP -Conjecturem
Ê w xfor metabelian groups of finite Prufer rank given by Aberg 1 and prove
the following theorem
THEOREM B. Let A ª G ª Q be a short exact sequence of groups with
G finitely generated, A and Q abelian, and either the extension is split or A is
a torsion group. If G is of type FP then A is m-tame as ZQ-module.m
As a consequence of Theorems A and B we obtain
COROLLARY C. If G is a finitely generated group which is an extension of
a Z-torsion Krull dimension one ZQ-module A by an abelian group Q then the
FP -Conjecture holds.m
w xRecently K. U. Bux 10 has proved Corollary C in the case where A is
an S-arithmetic ring of prime characteristic and the extension is split. He
uses methods from algebraic number theory to prove that the group G acts
Êcocompactly on a space of Aberg's type.
The paper is structured as follows: in 2.1 we define the G-tree X for a¨
Êdiscrete character ¨ of Q, in 2.2 we consider a complex of Aberg's type Y,
the set of characters needed in the definition of the space Y is described in
2.3, in 2.4 we show that YrG is a compact space, and finally in 2.5 we
prove that the stabilizers in G of cells in Y are polycyclic.
The proof of Theorem B is discussed in Section 3. In 3.2 and 3.3 we
0  N. .define an element of H Q9, ZG and in the case where A is notA
  N. .m-tame we show in 3.4 that the image of this element in H Q0, ZG0 A
is non-trivial, where Q9 and Q0 are subgroups of Q with Q9 = Q0 , Q.
The last will contradict the fact that G is of type FP .m
Since the FP -Conjecture holds for a group G if and only if it holds form
a subgroup of finite index in G, we assume from now on that Q , GrA is
free abelian of rank n. Therefore Q s Zn ; R n, and from now on we
consider the vector space R n equipped with the standard inner product.
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2. PROOF OF THEOREM A
2.1. Trees Deri¨ ing from Cayley Graphs
Let G be a finitely generated metabelian group with an abelian normal
subgroup A and an abelian quotient Q , GrA , Zn. Let ¨ be a discrete
 . w xcharacter of Q with ¨ Q s Z. It is shown in 7 that to every Cayley graph
G corresponding to a finite set of generators of G there can be assigned a
tree G , which depends on the character ¨ . Here we give a detailed¨
construction of a tree X that is in fact G for a suitably chosen set of¨ ¨
generators of G and the corresponding Cayley graph G.
  . 4Set Q s q g Q : ¨ q G 0 and let q , . . . , q be generators of¨ ¨ , 1 ¨ , ny1
 .Ker ¨ . Assume q is an element of Q such that ¨ q s 1. Let A be¨ ¨
generated as ZQ-module by the elements a , . . . , a and let p be a lifting1 s
of the projection map G ª GrA. We define A to be the ZQ -submodule¨ ¨
of A generated by a , . . . , a and G to be the subgroup of G generated by1 s ¨
b¨  .q A and p q for 1 F i F n y 1, where b is a negative integer such¨ ¨ ¨ , i ¨
 ."1  ."1that all the commutators of p q , p q for 1 F i F n y 1 lie in¨ ¨ , i
b¨ wq A . Note that if A is finitely generated as ZQ -module then by 5,¨ ¨ ¨
xProposition 2.1 A s A, and if A is not finitely generated as ZQ -module¨ ¨
then A / A and D q z A s A.¨ z g Z ¨ ¨
w  ."1  ."1 x b¨ b¨Since p q , p q g q A we have G l A s q A . At the¨ , j ¨ , i ¨ ¨ ¨ ¨ ¨
 .  ."1  .y1 b ¨  ."1same time p q p q p q g q A p q : G and for a g¨ ¨ , i ¨ ¨ ¨ ¨ , i ¨
b¨  .  .y1 b ¨q1 b ¨q A we have p q ap q s q a g q A : q A . So we get¨ ¨ ¨ ¨ ¨ ¨ ¨ ¨ ¨
y1
p q G p q : G . 1 .  .  .¨ ¨ ¨ ¨
q  .We define G to be the submonoid of G generated by G and p q .¨ ¨ ¨
 .By 1
zqG s G p q . 2 .  .D¨ ¨ ¨
zG0
Let T be the G-set GrG with partial order given by gG F hG if and0 ¨ ¨ ¨
only if gy1 h g Gq. The character a : G ª Z which extends the character¨ ¨
¨ factors through a map x : T ª Z.¨ 0
 .  .We call two points a , b of T neighbours if a F b , x b y x a s 1,0 ¨ ¨
 .  .or b F a , x a y x b s 1. We link every two neighbours a F b with¨ ¨
 .a closed unit interval and write 1 y t a q tb for the point of this interval
having distances t and 1 y t to a and b , respectively. The constructed
intervals intersect only at their ends or do not intersect. We get a graph T
with vertices T and edges the constructed unit intervals between neigh-0
bours of T . We extend x : T ª Z to an R-linear map x : T ª R; in0 ¨ 0 ¨
 . .  .  .  .  .other words x 1 y t a q tb s 1 y t x a q tx b s x a q t¨ ¨ ¨ ¨
 .  .where a F b and x b y x a s 1.¨ ¨
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If a F b are neighbours then their images g ) a and g ) b under the
action of an element g of G are neighbours as well and g ) a F g ) b. We
 . .  . .  .make G act on T by g ) 1 y t a q tb s 1 y t g ) a q t g ) b using
the G-action on T . We write X for the graph T.0 ¨
For any g g G we define L to be the line in X spanned by theg , ¨ ¨
  . z 4vertices gp q G : z g Z . Note that for any integer z there is an edge¨ ¨
 . z  . zq1in X from gp q G to gp q G . The restriction x : L ª R is a¨ ¨ ¨ ¨ ¨ ¨ g , ¨
 . z  . zbijection. Since G s D Ap q G and the edge between gp q Gz g Z ¨ ¨ ¨ ¨
 . zq1  . zq1 and gp q G is the unique one going to gp q G i.e., if h G -¨ ¨ ¨ ¨ 1 ¨
 .y1 .h G are neighbours then h G s h p q G we get2 ¨ 1 ¨ 2 ¨ ¨
X s L .D¨ a , ¨
agA
w .xWe write a, r where a g A and r g R for the unique element of La, ¨
whose image under x is r. By the definition of the G-action on X we¨ ¨
w .x w .xhave b) a, r s b q a, r where b, a are any elements of A and r is
any real number.
Remark. The above description of X resembles the valuation tree¨
associated to G and a valuation of A, extending the character ¨ , in the
case where A is an integral domain and 1-generated ZQ-module, and G is
w xa split extension of A by Q 1, Chap. 3.2 .
 . w .xLEMMA 2.1. i For e¨ery a, b g A we ha¨e L l L s a, r : r Fa, ¨ b, ¨
4some integer depending on a, b or L s L . In particular X is a tree.a, ¨ b, ¨ ¨
 .ii The graph X can be represented as a union of ascending rays T , i G 2¨ i
 w .i.e., x : T ª R is injecti¨ e and the image of this map is r , ` for some¨ i i
.  .real number r and a line T where x : T ª R is a bijection such that fori 1 ¨ 1
 .  4  .e¨ery j we ha¨e D T l T s w for a ¨ertex w of X and x TiF j i jq1 j j ¨ ¨ jq1
w  . .s x w , ` .¨ j
 . w .xProof. i If a, b are elements of A and z is an integer then a, z s
w .x yz  . b¨ b, z if and only if q ayb gG lA sq A . Let z s sup z g Z:¨ ¨ ¨ ¨ 0
zqb ¨ 4a y b g q A . If z s ` we have L s L and if z F z - ` then¨ ¨ 0 a, ¨ b, ¨ 0
z0qb ¨ zqb ¨ w .x 4a y b g q A : q A . Thus L l L s a, r : r F z .¨ ¨ ¨ ¨ a, ¨ b, ¨ 0
 .  .ii Since x : L ª R is a bijection for every element a of A, ii¨ a, ¨
 .follows from i .
Ê2.2. A Complex of Aberg 's Type
Let V be a finite set of characters of Q with value groups, the group of
rational integers Z, and for every character ¨ in V let X be the tree¨
defined in the previous section with the additional property that all b ,¨
needed in the definition of G , are equal to a negative integer b. Later we¨
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will put some more restrictions on an upper bound of b in order to prove
Êthat the complex of Aberg's type constructed below has all the properties
required in the Introduction.
We define a space X s  X and a map f : X ª  R where¨ g V ¨ ¨ g V ¨
.  w .x.R s R for every ¨ g V given by f  a , r s  r where a¨ ¨ g V ¨ ¨ ¨ g V ¨ ¨
lies in A and r is a real number. Let x : Q m R ª  R be the¨ ¨ g V ¨
 .R-linear map extending the map sending an element q of Q to  ¨ q .¨ g V
  . 4Denote Y the subspace x g X : f x g Im x of X. If all X are valua-¨
Ê w xtion trees this construction is due to Aberg 1 . We make G act on X via
 w .x w .x.the diagonal action i.e., g ) a , r s  g ) a , r .¨ g V ¨ ¨ ¨ g V ¨ ¨
LEMMA 2.2. The space Y is in¨ariant under this G-action.
w .xProof. Let  a , r be a point of Y and let g be an element of¨ g V ¨ ¨
w .x w X  ..x  .ww r¨ xxG. Then g ) a , r s  a , r q a g where ga p q G s¨ ¨ ¨ ¨ ¨ ¨ ¨ ¨ ¨
X  .ww r¨ xxqa ¨  g . X ww xxa p q G for some element a of A and where r is the¨ ¨ ¨ ¨ ¨
ww xx w .rational integer such that r y r g 0, 1 . We remind the reader that¨ ¨
a : G ª Z is the group homomorphism extending the character ¨ . Since¨
 . a g g Im x we see that Y is invariant under G-action.¨ ¨
All the constructions considered up to now are quite general but from
now on we assume that M [ ZQrann A is a Z-torsion ring of KrullZQ
w x c  . c  .dimension one. By 6 S Q s D S Q where P runs through allM P Mr P
c  .  .minimal prime ideals of M and S Q denotes the complement of S Qy y
ny1 w x c  .in S . By 4 S Q is the image of the projection to the unit sphereMr P
Sny1 in R n of a rationally defined polyhedron of dimension that equals the
Krull dimension of MrP. Since MrP has prime characteristic and Krull
c  . ny1dimension at most one, S Q is the image of the projection to S ofMr P
n c  . c  .finitely many rays in R and hence S Q and S Q are finite sets.Mr P M
 .  <Then there exists a cyclic subgroup Q9 of Q such that S Q, Q9 [ xr;
 . 4  . wx : Q ª R, x / 0, x Q9 s 0 is contained in S Q and, by 6, CorollaryM
x4.5 , M is finitely generated as a ZQ9-module. We take q to be a0
generator of Q9 and define y , . . . , y to be generators of M as ZQ9-mod-1 r
w x  .  .ule. Note that according to 5 D Q s D Q and hence A is m-tame ifA M
and only if M is m-tame.
Our aim from now on is to construct a finite set of characters V and to
choose the negative integer b from the definition of the complex Y such
that:
 .i YrG is a compact space;
 .  .ii Y is m y 1 -acyclic;
 .iii the stabilizer in G of a cell in Y is always polycyclic and hence of
type FP .`
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Ê w xThe construction of Y resembles that of Aberg's complex in 1 ; in fact
Ê . wLemma 2.1 ii allows us to use Aberg's argument 1, Chap. 3, Proposition
x  .3.3 verbatim to show that if the set of characters V is 1, 2, . . . , m y 1 -
 .domesticated then Y is m y 1 -acyclic. We will construct the set V in
 . wsuch a way that all characters in V lie in D Q and by 1, Chap. 1,M
x  .Proposition 6.3 if M is m-tame the set V is 1, 2, . . . , m y 1 -domesticated.
 .This shows that Y is really m y 1 -acyclic.
We need to explain the structure of Y and X as CW-complexes. If the
set V contains d characters then X is built by gluing d-cubes of the type
 w .x 4 a , r : z F r F z q 1 on some parts of their faces, where a¨ g V ¨ ¨ ¨ ¨ ¨ ¨
are elements of A and z are rational integers. These d-cubes form the¨
 .d-cells in X and every i-cell i F d of X is an i-cube of the face of a
d-cell in X. The intersection of Y with an i-cell in X contained in the
 w .x 4d-cube  a , r : z F r F z q 1 is homeomorphic to the intersec-¨ ¨ ¨ ¨ ¨ ¨
tion of the subspace im x of  R with an i-cube contained in  r g¨ ¨ ¨ ¨
4 R : z F r F z q 1 and so is empty or homeomorphic to the unit¨ ¨ ¨ ¨ ¨
j-cube B j for some j F i. Now we define a j-cell of Y to be every
intersection of Y with a cell in X which is homeomorphic to B j.
2.3. The Construction of the Set of Characters V
 .  .  . iq1Let w i s 1, 2 be a character of Q9 given by w q s y1 and leti i 0
 .W i s 1, 2 be the set of all characters ¨ of Q extending w such that Mi i
is not finitely generated as ZQ -module. The last condition is equivalent to¨
 .the graph X not being a single line and also equivalent to ¨ g D Q s¨ M
 .D D Q for a complete set of minimal prime ideals P , . . . , P in M.j Mr P 1 sj
We claim that all the elements of W are discrete characters and W is ai i
finite set for i s 1, 2.
 .Let ¨ g D Q l W for some minimal prime ideal P in M. Since MMr P i
w "1 xis finitely generated as Z q -module, for any element q of Q there is a0
 . a  . ay1  .relation f q q q f q q q ??? qf q s 0 in MrP for some posi-0 0 1 0 a 0
 . w "1 xtive integer a and elements f q of Z q , where p is the characteris-i 0 p 0
tic of the ring MrP and Z denotes the finite field consisting of pp
w x selements. As shown in 4, Lemma 3.2 there is a substitution q s aq for0
 . ban integer s such that the above relation becomes of the type g a q q0
 . by1  .g a q q ??? qg a s 0 for some positive integer b and monomials1 b
 . b ig a s z a , z g Z , 0 F i F b. Since MrP is not finitely generated asi i i p
w x  b i byi.  b j byj.ZQ -module, by 5, Proposition 2.1 ¨ a q s ¨ a q for some¨
 .i - j such that the coefficients z and z are non-trivial. Then ¨ q si j
 .  .  .  ..b y b ¨ q r j y i q s b y b g Q ; R; note that the denomina-j i 0 j i
tor cannot be trivial otherwise b y b s 0 and hence i s j, a contradic-j i
 .tion. Therefore ¨ q g Q for every element q of Q, in particular for
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elements of any finite generating set of Q. Thus the set W contains onlyi
discrete characters and is finite for each i s 1, 2.
Denote by V , for i s 1, 2, the set d ¨ : ¨ g W , d is a positive reali ¨ i ¨
4number such that the image of d ¨ is exactly Z and let V s V j V . We¨ 1 2
c  . c  .note that  Q s  Q s Vr; .A M
2.4. G Acts Cocompactly on Y
w .xA typical point of Y is  a , r where the a are elements of A¨ g V ¨ ¨ ¨
and  r g Im x :  R . In Theorem 2.4 we shall prove that for any¨ ¨ ¨ ¨
w .xsuch point there exists an element a of A such that  a , r s¨ ¨ ¨
w .x  . w .x w .x a, r . Since ya ) a, r s  0, r we have YrA , Im x and¨ ¨ ¨ ¨ ¨ ¨
so YrG , Im xrQ, where Q acts on  R via the map x and Q , Zn¨ ¨
n n n  .acts additively on R . The map from R rZ , Q m R rQ to Im xrQ
induced by x is surjective and continuous and hence the space Im xrQ ,
YrG, being an image of a compact space, is also compact.
ww xx DEFINITION. If B is a subset of  R we define B s  c g¨ ¨ ¨ ¨
w . R : there exists b s  b g B such that c y b g 0, 1 and c g Z¨ ¨ ¨ ¨ ¨ ¨ ¨
4for all ¨ g V .
Now we consider the case B s Im x .
ww xxLEMMA 2.3. Im x is finite modulo the Q-action.
ww xxProof. Let  b g Im x ,  b s  c , and let q be an element of¨ ¨ ¨ ¨ ¨ ¨
ww xx ww   . .xx  .Q. Then q) b s  ¨ q q b s q) c because  ¨ q is¨ ¨ ¨ ¨ ¨ ¨ ¨
ww xxan integral point of  R and hence Im x is closed under the Q-action.¨ ¨
ww xxLet d be the number of the valuations in V. Since Im x consists of
integral points  c and for every such point there exists an element¨ g V ¨
 b of Im x such that 0 F c y b - 1 we have¨ g V ¨ ¨ ¨
dw xIm x : r q Im x l Z , . .D
rgD
H d’  . < < 4where D s r g Im x : r F d . Since for every r of  R s R the¨ ¨
 . dspace r q Im x rQ is compact and Z rQ forms a discrete subset in
d  . d.R rQ we have r q Im x l Z rQ is finite. In order to prove Lemma
  . d 42.3 it is sufficient to show that the set D s r g D: r q Im x l Z / B
is finite. After an R-linear transformation of the coordinate system we can
assume that
Im x s R = ??? = R = 0 = ??? = 0,^ ` _
t times
HIm x s 0 = ??? = 0 = R = ??? = R . ^ ` _
d y t times
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for some positive integer t. Denote by L the image of the integral points in
R d under that transformation. Then L is a lattice in R d and
H < <D : r g Im x : r F c, r q Im x l L / B .  . 4
for some constant c. Since all the characters of V are discrete, L has a
 .dZ-basis of rational vectors and so L : Zrb for some positive integer b.
Then D is contained in the discrete set
H dr g Im x : r q Im x l Zrb / B .  .  . 4
s 0 = ??? = 0 = Zrb = ??? = Zrb .^ ` _
d y t times
Since D is bounded we obtain that D is finite as required.
ww xx  4THEOREM 2.4. For e¨ery  s in Im x and e¨ery set a g A: ¨ g V¨ ¨ ¨
w .x w .xthere exists an element a in A such that  a , s s  a, s . Conse-¨ ¨ ¨ ¨ ¨
ww xxquently for e¨ery  r g Im x such that  r s  s one has¨ ¨ ¨ ¨ ¨ ¨
w .x w .x a , r s  a, r .¨ ¨ ¨ ¨ ¨
In order to prove Theorem 2.4 we need the following proposition.
PROPOSITION 2.5. Let B be a finitely generated ZQ-module generated by
the elements b , . . . , b with annihilator I in ZQ such that ZQrI is a ring of1 k
 4non-zero characteristic and Krull dimension one. Let ¨ , . . . , ¨ be a set of1 r
n  .discrete characters of Q lying in an open half subspace of R s Hom Q, RZ
with all Rq¨ representing different rays in R n. Let B be the ZQ -submodulei ¨ ¨i i
of B generated by b , . . . , b and let q be an element of Q such that1 k ¨ i
 .  4¨ q s 1 for 1 F i F r. Then for any set b : 1 F i F r of elements of Bi ¨ ¨i i
 4and any set of integers s : 1 F i F r there exists an element b in B such that¨ i
b y b g q s¨ i B for all i.¨ ¨ ¨i i i
ww xxDeduction of Theorem 2.4 from Proposition 2.5. By Lemma 2.3 Im x
 .is finite modulo the action of Q. Let  s s T q  ¨ q for an element¨ ¨ i ¨
q of Q and a point T s  r g  R from a fixed representative seti ¨ ¨ , i ¨ ¨
ww xxT , . . . , T of Im x modulo Q. We have1 m
a , s s a, s for some a g A .  . ¨ ¨ ¨
¨ ¨
if and only if
s s¨ ¨a p q G s ap q G for each ¨ g V , .  .¨ ¨ ¨ ¨ ¨
and this, in turn, is equivalent to
qys ¨ a y a g G l A s q bA for each ¨ g V . .¨ ¨ ¨ ¨ ¨
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 .  . Since s qbs¨ q q r qb F ¨ q qb where b s max r : 1F i F¨ ¨ , i 1 1 ¨ , i
4 X b1m, ¨ g V q b , it is sufficient to find a9 g A such that a9 y a g q A¨ ¨ ¨
for every ¨ g V where aX s qy1a g A. Then a s qa9 is an element with¨ ¨
the required properties.
Since A s Ma q ??? qMa where M s ZQrI and I s ann A, it suf-1 s ZQ
fices to consider the case s s 1 and aX s 0 for ¨ / w and aX s ma for¨ w 1
some element m of M and a character w of V. Thus we reduce the
problem to finding m9 in M such that m9 g q b1ZQ q IrI for ¨ / w and¨ ¨
m9 y m g q b1ZQ q IrI, and then a9 s m9a is an element with thew w 1
required properties.
Without loss of generality we can assume that w is a character from V1
 .see the end of Section 2.3 for the definition of V and by Proposition 2.51
there exists an element x g M such that x y m g q b1ZQ q IrI andw w
x g q b1ZQ q IrI for all ¨ / w in V . As shown in Section 2.2 we have¨ ¨ 1
w "1 xthat M is generated by y , . . . , y as Z q -module. From the very1 r 0
beginning we can assume that b is a sufficiently small negative integer
such that y g q b1ZQ q IrI for all ¨ g V and 1 F i F r. Then x si ¨ ¨
r  . w x w y1 x f q g y for some f g Z q and g g Z g . We take m9 s x yis1 i i i i 0 i 0
 f y s  g y and hence m9 y x g q b1ZQ q IrI for ¨ g V and m9 gi i i i i i ¨ ¨ 1
q b1ZQ q IrI for ¨ g V . By the choice of x we obtain that m9 has the¨ ¨ 2
desired property.
Proof of Proposition 2.5. 1. Let I , . . . , I be ideals of ZQ containing I1 k
and suppose that the proposition holds whenever I : ann B. We showi ZQ
first that if there exists a chain
B s B = B = B = ??? = B = B s 00 1 2 m mq1
 .of ZQ-modules such that ann B rB = I for every i and someZQ i iq1 s i.
 .integers 1 F s i F k then the proposition holds.
 4Let b , . . . , b be a set of generators of B as ZQ-module. For ai, 1 i, m ii
sufficiently large positive integer u we have qub g B for any 1 F t F r,0 i, j ¨ t
 .1 F j F m , 0 F i F m, where q is an element of Q such that ¨ q ) 0i 0 t 0
 ufor all t. Since the proposition holds for B rB generated by q b qi iq1 0 i, j
4B : 1 F j F m as ZQ-module we have that for any set of integersiq1 i
 4  4s : 1 F t F r and any set a : 1 F t F r of elements of B there existst i, t i
an element l in B such thati i
mi
s u st tl y a g q ZQ q b q B : q B q B .i i , t ¨ ¨ 0 i , j iq1 ¨ ¨ iq1t t t t /
js1
Using this property we find elements c in B such that c y b s d qi i 0 ¨ t, 1t
c , c q c s d q c where c g B , d g q st B for 1 F i F m,t, 1 i t, i t, iq1 t, iq1 t, i i t, i ¨ ¨t t
1F tF r. Since B s0 we have c s0 and hence b[c qc qmq 1 t, mq1 0 1
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??? qc s b q d q ??? qd g b q q st B for all t and therefore bm ¨ t, 1 t, mq1 ¨ ¨ ¨t t t t
has the required property.
’2. In general I : I s P l ??? l P for some prime ideals P , . . . , P1 s 1 s
in ZQ such that the Krull dimension of the rings ZQrP is less than ori
mq 1’equal to one. Let I : I. Then
2 mq1’ ’ ’B = I B = I B = ??? = I B s 0
i iq1’ ’and for the ZQ-modules B s I Br I B the following inclusions holdi
B = P B = P P B = ??? = P ??? P B s 0. .  .i 1 i 1 2 i 1 s i
According to step 1 it is sufficient to consider the case P : ann B forZQ
some prime ideal P of ZQ such that the Krull dimension of ZQrP is less
than or equal to one.
In the case when the Krull dimension of ZQrP is zero the ring ZQrP is
finite and hence B is finite. Then B is finitely generated as ZQ -module¨
w x s¨and by 5, Proposition 2.1 , B s B s q B for any integer s and any real¨ ¨ ¨ ¨
character ¨ of Q. Then every b in B has the required property.
3. It remains to consider the case P : ann B where ZQrP is anZQ
integral domain of Krull dimension one and non-zero characteristic. Then
B is p-torsion for some prime integer p and B s Z Qb q ??? qZ Qb .p 1 p s
With abuse of notation we write P for the image of the ideal P in Z Q.p
To finish the proof of the proposition it suffices to consider the case s s 1
and b s 0 for i / j and b g Q for some j between 1 and r. We aim to¨ ¨i j
find an element l in Z Q such that l g q s¨ iZ Q q P for i / j andp ¨ p ¨i
l y b g q s¨ jZ Q q P. Now multiplying by by1 and changing the inte-¨ ¨ p ¨ ¨j j j j
X  .gers s to s s s y ¨ b we have to consider the above inclusions with¨ ¨ ¨ i ¨i i i j
b s 1 and the new set of integers sX . The following lemma finishes off¨ Q ¨j i
the proof of Proposition 2.5.
 4LEMMA 2.6. In the pre¨ious notation for any set of integers s : 1 F i F r¨ i
there exists an element l of Z Q such that l g q s¨ iZ Q q P for 1 F i /p ¨ p ¨i i
j F r and l y 1 g q s¨ jZ Q q P.Q ¨ p ¨j j
 . n nProof. Since Hom Q, Z , Z , Q ; R we can consider the discreteZ
characters ¨ , . . . , ¨ as elements of the group Q ; R n and ¨ as maps1 r i
 .  .  . ngiven by ¨ q s ¨ , q , where , is the standard inner product in R . Wei i
prove Lemma 2.6 by induction on the rank of Q and assume for the
 .moment that Lemma 2.6 holds for r Q F 2. Let n G 3 be the rank of Q.
n  .We want to find a hyperplane L in R s Q m R defined by h, L s 0 for
some rational vector h in R n such that
 . n  .1 if p : R ª L is the projection map then all projections p ¨ i
are non-trivial;
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 . ny1  .2 the rays in R , L determined by p ¨ are all different andi
lie in an open half subspace of L.
 .  .Note that Rp ¨ s Rp ¨ if and only if h, ¨ , ¨ are linearly depen-i j i j
dent.
Let h s q q e e where e is a unit vector in R n, e a real number, and1 0
 . < <q is an element of Q such that ¨ q ) 0 for all i. If e is sufficiently0 i 0
 .  .   .small then ¨ , h ) 0 for all i. If in addition h, h s 0 then p ¨ ,i 1 1 i
.  .  .h s ¨ , h ) 0 for all i, and so all p ¨ lie in the open half subspace1 i 1 i
  . 4 H  4l g L: l, h ) 0 of L. Thus if h g D h _ D span ¨ , ¨1 < h yq < F e 1 i/ j i j1 0
and h is a rational vector in R n, the hyperplane L defined by h has the
required properties. Since the dimension of any of the spaces hH is n y 1,1
and thus at least 2, and the first union is infinite we have that
H  4D h _ D span ¨ , ¨ is non-empty and obviously the rational< h yq < F e 1 i/ j i j1 0
points are dense in it. Finally we obtain a hyperplane L with the required
properties.
 .Now let w be integral vectors lying on the rays defined by p ¨ and wei i
consider w as discrete characters of Q s L l Zn , Zny1 ; Q , Zni 1
 .  .defined by w q s w , q for q g Q . We apply induction for the groupi i 1
Q . Then there exists an element l in Z Q : Z Q such that l g1 p 1 p
a i  .  . a j  . q Z Q q P l Z Q for i / j and l y 1 g q Z Q q P lw p 1 w p 1 w p 1 wi i j j
.  .Z Q where q are elements of Q such that w q s 1, a are rationalp 1 w 1 i w ii i
 .   . 4  .integers, and Q s q g Q N w q G 0 . Since ¨ q ) 0, we have1 w 1 i i wi i
a i  . s¨ iq Z Q : q Z Q for a sufficiently big a and then l is an elementw p 1 w ¨ p ¨ ii i i i
with the required properties.
Now we consider the case n s 2 if n s 1 then r should be 1 as well so
.there is nothing to prove . We write x, y for the standard generators of
2 2  .Q s Z ; R and without loss of generality we can assume that ¨ y ) 0i
 4for all i. By reordering the set ¨ , ¨ , ¨ , . . . , ¨ , ¨ if necessary we can1 2 3 ry1 r
 .  .  .  .assume that ¨ x r¨ y - ¨ x r¨ y for 1 F i F r y 1. Since Z Qi i iq1 iq1 p ¨ i
 .  wk Z Q mod P if and only if ¨ belongs to D Q see 5, Propositionp i Z Q r Pp
x.2.1 we can assume without loss of generality that all ¨ have this property.i
 4By enlarging the set of characters ¨ , . . . , ¨ we can assume as well that1 r
c  .the classes of ¨ , . . . , ¨ represent all the elements in  Q lying in1 r Z Q r Pp
the open half subspace of R2 defined by y.
Since the Krull dimension of Z QrP equals one there exists a polyno-p
w x  .mial t g Z x, y such that P s t . Let M be the convex hull of thep
support of t in R2 s R m Q. We order clockwise the edges of theZ
w xboundary of M consecutively l , . . . , l and by 6 for every i between 1 and1 s
 .r there exists s i such that ¨ is perpendicular to l and for anyi s  i.
 .  .m g M l Q and q g l l Q we have ¨ m G ¨ q . Using the descrip-s  i. i i
 . w xtion of the geometrical invariant S Q in 6 for one related kQ-moduleC
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C where k is a commutative ring with 1, the field Z in our case, andp
reordering l , . . . , l by translating the indices modulo s if necessary, we1 s
 .can assume s i s i for i F r.
Let P be the intersection of the edges l and l in R2 where l s li iy1 i 0 s
and let q , . . . , q be the elements of Q , Z2 corresponding to the points1 s
P , . . . , P . Let t s cy1qy1 t and t s cy1qy1 t where each c is the1 s 1 1 j 2 2 jq1 i
coefficient of q in t. If ¨ is a vector in R2 and g s  z q is anjq iy1 q q
element in Z Q we define g s  z q and gq s  z q. De-p ¨ q, ¨ .G 0 q ¨ q, ¨ .) 0 q
 .  .  . .  .qy1 y1 y1note l s t q t y 1 . Now l ' t y 1 y t mod P1 2 x 1 x Q 1 2 x Q 1 x
 .q  .y1 y1and the elements of the supports of t and t y 1 lie in the open1 x 2 x Q
 .half subspaces defined by ¨ for 1 F i F j y 1. We have as well l ' ti 1 1 x
.  .q  .y 1 y t mod P and the elements of the supports of t y 1 andQ 2 x 1 x Q
 .q 2t lie in the open half subspaces of R defined by ¨ for j q 1 F i F r.2 x i
q q   . 4Thus l g Z Q q P for 1 F i / j F r where Q s q g Q : ¨ q ) 0 .1 p ¨ ¨ ii i
By the construction of l , the support of l y 1 lies in the open half1 1 Q
2 q  . p ksubspace of R defined by ¨ so l y 1 g Z Q q P. Since l y 1j 1 Q p ¨ 1 Qj
s l p k y 1 , for a sufficiently large positive integer k we obtain that1 Q
l s l p k has the required properties. This finishes the proof of Lemma 2.6.1
As a corollary of Theorem 2.4 we get
COROLLARY 2.7. YrG is a compact space.
2.5. Stabilizers in G of Cells in Y
We aim to show that if P is the stabilizer of a vertex  g G in X¨ g V ¨ ¨
y1ww xx.lying in f im x then P is polycyclic and hence of type FP . As we`
will see later the stabilizer in G of a cell in Y is always of the form
described above.
PROPOSITION 2.8. The intersection P l A is a finite group.
Proof. If a is an element of A stabilizing a vertex g G of X where¨ ¨ ¨
 . zg s bp q for some element b of A and some rational integer z,¨ ¨
  . z.y1  . z yz bwe have bp q abp q s q a g G l A s q A and so a g¨ ¨ ¨ ¨ ¨ ¨
q bqa ¨  g ¨ .A . Then P l A : F q aA for some sufficiently small inte-¨ ¨ ¨ g V ¨ ¨
ger a .
We claim that if B are finitely generated ZQ -submodules of A then¨ ¨
the intersection F B is always finite. Then Proposition 2.8 obviously¨ g V ¨
holds. We divide the proof into several steps.
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 .1 Let I s ann A and let I : I : ??? : I s ZQ be an increas-ZQ 0 1 j
 .ing sequence of ideals in ZQ such that I : I. Then F B l0 ¨ ¨
.  . .  . .I A r F B l I A embeds in F B l I A q I ArI A :i ¨ ¨ iy1 ¨ ¨ i iy1 iy1
I ArI A. We assume the claim holds for the ZQ-modules I ArI Ai iy1 i iy1
for 1 F i F j. Since the ring ZQ is Noetherian for a discrete character ¨ ,¨
we have that B l I A is finitely generated as ZQ -module and therefore¨ i ¨
 . .the intersection F B l I A q I ArI A is finite for 1 F i F j.¨ ¨ i iy1 iy1
 . .  . .Then all the quotients F B l I A r F B l I A for 1 F i F j¨ ¨ i ¨ ¨ iy1
are finite and then F B is finite as required.¨ ¨
’ .2 Let the radical I of I be the intersection of some prime ideals
k’P , . . . , P in ZQ and I : I for some positive integer k. Then the Krull1 s
dimension of the rings ZQrP for 1 F i F s is less than or equal to 1. Thei
k ky1’ ’ ’sequence of ideals in ZQ, I : I : ??? : I : ZQ, and the above
remark allow us to assume that P l ??? l P : ann A. In this case the1 s ZQ
following sequence of ideals in ZQ, P l ??? l P : P l ??? l P : ???1 s 1 sy1
: P : ZQ, shows that we can further assume that ann A contains a1 ZQ
prime ideal P of ZQ such that the Krull dimension of ZQrP is less than
or equal to one.
 .3 Let A s ZQa q ??? qZQa and P : ann A as above. We use1 s ZQ
induction on s to show that if B are finitely generated ZQ -submodules¨ ¨
of A then the intersection F B is finite.¨ g V ¨
 .3.1 We assume s ) 1 and the statement is true for ZQrP-modules
generated by at most sy1 elements. Let Js lgZQ : la gZQa q1 2’4??? qZQa . If P is strictly contained in J then either the radical J ofs
the ideal J is an intersection of finitely many prime ideals Q , . . . , Q in1 t’ZQ strictly containing P or J s ZQ. In the first case Q , . . . , Q are1 t
maximal ideals of ZQ and hence they are cofinite in ZQ. In both cases
ZQrJ is a finite ring and so ArZQa q ??? qZQa is finite. Then2 s
 .  .  ..F B r ZQa q ??? qZQa l F B is finite and by induction¨ g V ¨ 2 s ¨ ¨
 .  .F B l ZQa q ??? qZQa is finite again. We obtain that F B¨ g V ¨ 2 s ¨ g V ¨
is finite as required.
 .In the case when P s J, A s ZQa [ ZQa q ??? qZQa . Let1 2 s
 4b , b , . . . , b be a finite set containing a generating set of B as ZQ -1 2 t ¨ ¨
module for all ¨ g V, so B : t ZQ b . We write b s b q b where¨ is1 ¨ i i i, 1 i, 2
 .b g ZQa and b g ZQa q ??? qZQa . Thus F B : F B [i, 1 1 i, 2 2 s ¨ ¨ ¨ ¨ , 1
 .F B where B s  ZQ b for j s 1, 2 and ¨ g V. By induction¨ ¨ , 2 ¨ , j i ¨ i, j
both F B and F B are finite and hence F B is finite.¨ ¨ , 1 ¨ ¨ , 2 ¨ ¨
 .3.2 It remains to consider the case s s 1, A , ZQrI for an ideal I
in ZQ containing P where ZQrP is an integral domain of non-zero
characteristic and Krull dimension 1. If P / I then A is finite and there is
nothing to prove. If I s P then B : q r ZQ q IrI for a sufficiently small¨ ¨ ¨
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negative integer r and every ¨ g V where q is an element of Q such that¨
 .¨ q s 1. We remind the reader that the ring M s ZQrann A for the¨ ZQ
w "1 x  .initial ZQ-module A is finitely generated as Z q -module see Sect. 2.20
w "1 xand hence the new ring A is finite over the subring S s Z q q IrI.0
w "1 xSince A is infinite S s Z q q IrI is isomorphic to the Laurent polyno-0
w "1 xmial ring Z q , where p is the characteristic of the integral domainp 0
A s ZQrI.
X  .Let V i s 1, 2 be the set of all valuations of the field of fractions of Ai
with the group of rational integers Z as value group with the additional
property that the restriction of every element of V X to the Laurenti
w "1 xpolynomial ring S , Z q is given by minimal formula and the value ofp 0
w "1 xq is positive for i s 1 and negative for i s 2. A valuation ¨ of Z q is0 p 0
 k .   k . 4given by minimal formula if ¨  z q s min ¨ q : z / 0 wherek g Z k 0 0 k
z g Z . Then the restrictions of the valuations in V X to Q give somek p i
elements of V . We set V 9 s V X j V X.i 1 2
Now
<F B : a g A ¨ a G r , ¨ g V 9 \ C9. 4 .¨ g V ¨
 . XSince ¨ q G 1 for every ¨ g V we have0 1
qyr C9 : C [ a g A N ¨ a G 0 if ¨ g V X , ¨ a G c if ¨ g V X 4 .  .0 1 1 2
   . X4. for a negative integer cF r 1ymin ¨ q : ¨ gV . Thus C : agA:0 2 1
 . X4 w x   .¨ a G 0, ¨ g V and by 8, Chap. 6.1.3, Theorem 3 a g A: ¨ a G 0,1
X4  4 ¨ g V s a g A : a is integral over O where O s k g the field of1 ¨ ¨1 1
 . 4fractions of S: ¨ k G 0 , ¨ is the valuation on the field of fractions of S1 1
 .given by minimal formula on S, and ¨ q s 1. Since A is integral over1 0
w "1 xS s Z q and O is a principal ideal domain, and so a unique factor-p 0 ¨1 w xization domain, any element of C is integral over S l O s Z q \ E.1 ¨ p 01
Thus C : D where D is the integral closure of E in the field of frac-1
w xtions K of A. By 8, Chap. 5.3.2, Theorem 2 , D is a finitely generated
E-module, say D s Ed q ??? qEd . We define1 m
X aD s e d q ??? qe d g D e s z q , z g Z ,k 1 1 m m i a , i 0 a , i p 5
0Fa-k
Y aD s e d q ??? qe d g D e s z q , z g Z .k 1 1 m m i a , i 0 a , i p 5
aGk
Y  Y .We show that for sufficiently large k, both C l D and C r C l D are1 k 1 1 k
finitely generated Z -modules and consequently C , C9, F B , andp 1 ¨ g V ¨
A l P are finite.
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Generally DrDY is a finitely generated Z -module so we need to showk p
that C l DY is finitely generated for sufficiently large k. Let l g C l1 k 1
Y k  .  .  .D and so l s q l for some l g D and ¨ l s ¨ l y k¨ q G c yk 0 1 1 1 0
 . X Yk¨ q G 0 for sufficiently large k and for all ¨ in V . Thus C l D :0 2 1 k
k  . X4 k 4q m g D: ¨ m G 0, ¨ g V s q the integral closure of Z in K . The0 2 0 p
wintegral closure of Z in K is finitely generated as Z -module by 8, Chap.p p
x5.3.2, Theorem 2 because the algebraic closure of Z in K is a finitep
extension of Z . This completes the proof of Proposition 2.8.p
LEMMA 2.9. If G is a cell of Y then the stabilizer of G in G coincides with
y1ww xx.the stabilizer in G of a point of f Im x .
Proof. Let G be the intersection of an i-subcell of the d-cell J s
 w .x 4 a , r : z F r F z q 1 in X with Y, let g , . . . , g be the vertices¨ ¨ ¨ ¨ ¨ ¨ 1 s
 .0-subcells of G, and let g g G stabilize the cell G. Then g permutes the
vertices g , . . . , g , say g )g s g for some permutation r. If g s1 s i r  i. i
w .x  .   .. a , s we have s q a g s s and so  s q a g s¨ ¨ ¨ , i ¨ , i ¨ ¨ , r  i. i ¨ , i ¨
 . s s  s . Hence a g s 0 for ¨ g V and g s g for all i. Thusi ¨ , r  i. i ¨ , i ¨ r i. i
g stabilizes the vertices g , . . . , g and hence stabilizes G pointwise.1 s
w .xWe note that the element g in G stabilizes the point  a , r of X if¨ ¨ ¨
w .x ww xxand only if g stabilizes the vertex  a , s of X where  s s  r ,¨ ¨ ¨ ¨ ¨ ¨ ¨
w . i.e., s g Z and s y r g 0, 1 for all ¨ . We obtain that g g G : g¨ ¨ ¨
4  4stabilizes G pointwise s g g G : g stabilizes all points from the set L
 w .x w .xwhere L s  a , s : there exists a point  a , r in G such that¨ ¨ ¨ ¨ ¨ ¨
ww xx4  4 s s  r : vertices in X of the d-cell J. Let L s T , . . . , T and¨ ¨ ¨ ¨ 1 r
 . ww  .xx w .xf T s f S for some points S , . . . , S of G and T s  a , z fori i 1 r j ¨ ¨ ¨ , j
w .x1 F j F r. We claim that the point T s  a , z where z s¨ ¨ ¨ ¨
 4  . .max z : 1 F j F r belongs to L. Indeed 1rr S q ??? qS is a point of¨ , j 1 r
ww  . ..xx  . G and f 1rr S q ??? qS s f T . Thus g g G : g stabilizes G1 r
4  4pointwise s g g G : g stabilizes the vertex T of X and T is a point of
y1ww xx.f Im x .
3. PROOF OF THEOREM B
Ê3.1. Aberg 's Construction
From now on we work in the notation of Theorem B. Without loss of
generality we can assume Q is free abelian of rank n. To prove Theorem B
Ê w xwe follow Aberg's construction from 1 .
Let P , . . . , P be all the minimal associated primes for the ZQ-module1 s
 .A and so P s ann a for some elements a , . . . , a of A. There is ai ZQ i 1 s
ZQ-module homomorphism i: N s ZQrP [ ??? [ ZQrP ª A which1 s
w xsends l [ ??? [ l to l a q ??? ql a . By 1, Chap. 2, Proposition 1.4 , i1 s 1 1 s s
is an injection. From now on we consider N as a submodule of A.
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 .We assume A is not m-tame but it is m y 1 -tame, and, as in the
w xintroduction of 11 , there exist m discrete characters x , x , . . . , x of Q1 2 m
each with value group a subgroup of the group of rational integers Z.
Moreover for every 1 F i F m at least one of the rings ZQrP , 1 F j F s,j
  . 4is not finitely generated as ZQ -module, where Q s q g Q: x q G 0 ,x x ii i
 . n  .and the convex hull of x , x , . . . , x in Hom Q, R , R is an m y 1 -1 2 m Z
dimensional simplex containing the origin as an internal point. We note
that if z , z , . . . , z are positive integers then the characters z x , . . . ,1 2 m 1 1
z x still have the described properties. By multiplying x with am m m
sufficiently big positive integer, if necessary, we can assume that x is anm
integral combination of x , . . . , x .1 my1
We view Q as the integral lattice Zn in R n. Then there is an isomor-
 . n  .   . .phism u : Hom Q, Z ª Z s Q given by x q s u x , q for all q g QZ
 . nand each character x of Q, where , is the standard inner product in R .
 .  .Denote the subgroup of Q generated by u x , . . . , u x by Q9 and let1 m
Q0 be the subgroup of Q s Zn, consisting of all elements in Q perpendic-
ular to Q9 with respect to the standard inner product in R n. Then
Q9 = Q0 is a subgroup of finite index in Q and since the FP -Conjecturem
holds for a group G if and only if it holds for a subgroup of finite index in
G we can assume Q s Q9 = Q0.
Ê w xAberg notices in 1 that if G is of type FP the canonical mapm
H 0 Q9, E s EQ9 ª H Q0 , E s E .  .0 Q0
 N.is trivial where E stands for ZG . We aim to construct an element ofA
the Cartesian product ZGN whose images b in E is Q9-invariant and the
image of b in E is non-trivial. We need some properties of the elementsQ0
N  N.of ZG which vanish in ZG , where G0 is the subgroup of GG0
containing A and G0rA , Q0.
 d4 dLet F be a decreasing filtration of A such that D F s A.d g Z d g Z
For an element f of the augmentation ideal of the group algebra Z A
 .  w x.there is an order function o f see 1 given by
do f s sup d: f ' 0 in Z ArF g Z j q `. .  4
w xThe following proposition in the split case is proved in 1, 11 .
PROPOSITION 3.1. Let A ª G ª Q be a short exact sequence of groups
with A, Q abelian, G finitely generated, and let p : Q ª G be a lifting of the
 d4projection map G ª Q. Let F be a decreasing filtration of ZQ0-sub -d g Z
d  .modules of A such that D F s A and let a s a be an element ofd g Z j jg N
N  .  N.ZG with a s  a p q , a g Z A, q g Q9. If a ¨anishes in ZG ,j q j, q j, q G0
 .where G0 is the subgroup of G generated by A and p Q0 , then a arej, q
  . 4elements of the augmentation ideal of Z A and inf o a : j, q ) y`.j, q
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Remark. In the case when all F d are finitely generated ZQ0-modules
  . 4  N. and inf o a : j, k ) y` it can be shown that a vanishes in ZG aj, q G0
w x.split version is proved in 1, 11 but as the filtration we will consider later
consists of ZQ0-modules which are not finitely generated, we abstain from
claiming sufficiency.
wProof of Proposition 3.1. We follow the proof of 11, Chap. 2.3, Proposi-
x  N. s  Y . Ytion . Let a vanish in ZG and a s  g y 1 b for some g g G0,G0 is1 i i i
N  .  .b g ZG . Let b s b where b s  b p q and b gi i i, j jg N i, j q i, j, q i, j, q
s  Y .ZG0, q g Q9. Then a s  g y 1 b for any positive number jj, q is1 i i, j, q
Y  Y .and an element q of Q9. We write g s a p q for some a g A andi i i i
Y  .q g Q0, and define P to be the subgroup of G0 generated by p Q0 andi
 4 w x w  .xa : 1 F i F s . Then a vanishes in Z G0rP , Z Ar A l P ; herei j, q
w x w  .xZ G0rP and Z Ar A l P are the free abelian groups on the right
coset classes of P in G0 and A l P in A, respectively, and the isomor-
phism is of free abelian groups given by the obvious bijection between the
coset classes. Since P l A is finitely generated as ZQ0-module it is
d w d xcontained in some F and so a vanishes in Z ArF . Thus a arej, q j, q
 .elements of the augmentation ideal of Z A and o a G d for all j, q.j, q
Later we will need the following lemma.
LEMMA 3.2. Let A be a ZQ-module, let R be a Noetherian subring of ZQ,
 d4and let N be an R-submodule of A. If F is a decreasing filtration ofd g Z
R-submodules of N such that D F d s N then there exists a decreasingd
 d 4 d dfiltration F# of R-submodules of A such that F# l N s F andd g Z
D F#d s A.d g Z
Proof. Let
N s N : N : ??? : N : ??? : N s A0 1 l b
be a series of R-submodules of A with each N rN being a cycliclq1 l
R-module and for any limit ordinal l the R-module N is the union of alll
R-modules N for m - l. We use transfinite induction on b to prove thatm
 d4there is a decreasing filtration F of R-submodules of N for eachm d g Z m
m F b with the properties that D F d s N for all m F b , if m is not ad g Z m m
limit ordinal F d l N s F d , and if m is a limit ordinal F d s D F d.m my1 my1 m l- m l
First we consider the case when b s 1, so A s N q Ra for some0
element a of A.0
 4  d4Let I s l g R: la g N and U be the decreasing filtration of0 d g Z
d  d4 dR-submodules of I given by U s l g I: la g F . Since I s D U0 d
and R is Noetherian I s U d0 for some integer d . We define a decreasing0
 d4 d d dfiltration U of R by U s U for d G d and U s R for d F d y 1.1 d g Z 1 0 1 0
 d4 dThis gives a decreasing filtration F of A such that a g F if and only if1 1
a s a9 q la for some a9 in F d : N and l g U d. If in addition a is an0 1
element of N then l is an element of I s U d0. In this situation if d G d0
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then la g U d0 a : F d0 : F d and if d F d the inclusion U da s U da :0 0 0 1 0 0
F d yields as well la g F d. Thus F d l N s F d as required.0 1
For the inductive step suppose we have constructed decreasing filtra-
 d4 d dtions F for all m - b. If b is a limit ordinal define F s D Fm d g Z b m - b m
for all d g Z. In the case when b is not a limit ordinal we use the same as
 d4 din the case b s 1 to construct a filtration F such that F l N sb d g Z b by1
F d for all d g Z.by1
Finally we define F#d to be F d for all d g Z.b
Ê3.2. An Element of Aberg 's Type
We amend slightly the notation given in Section 3.1. We remind the
 .reader that there are m characters x , . . . , x of Q such that x q s1 m i
 .q , q for all q g Q and some elements q , . . . , q in Q, where Q sx x xi 1 mn n  . nZ ; R and , is the standard inner product in R . Furthermore, qxm
lies in the subgroup Q9 of Q generated by q , q , . . . , q and Q sx x x1 2 my1
Q9 = Q0 where Q0 is the orthogonal complement of Q9 in Q with respect
to the standard inner product in R n.
 d4For any character x we define a filtration F of ZQ -submodulesi x d g Z xi i
of N s ZQrP [ ??? [ ZQrP as follows. Let A s ZQrP , Ad s1 s j j j, x i
 d . d d d q ZQ q P rP and F s A [ ??? [ A , where Q s q gx x j j x 1, x s, x xi i i i i i
 . 4Q: x q G 0 . By Lemma 3.2 since the ring ZQ is Noetherian thei x i
 d4decreasing filtration F of ZQ -submodules of N can be extended tox d g Z xi i
 d4a decreasing filtration of ZQ -submodules of A. We write F for thex x d g Zi i
 d4new filtration as well. Finally we define a decreasing filtration F ofd g Z
A by F d s F m F d. Since Q0 : Ker x for all 1 F i F m, each F d is ais1 x ii
ZQ0-submodule of A.
We define
QX s q g Q9: x q G ykx q , 1 F i F m , S s QX _ QX .  . 4k i i x k k ky1i
1 .
X  4 Xfor any positive integer k and Q s S s 1 . Thus Q s D S . De-0 0 Q k jF k j
 X .y1  y1 X 4 y1  y1 4note Q s q g Q9: q g Q and S s q g Q9: q g S .k k k k
Let p : Q ª G be a lifting of the projection map G ª Q. We define a
 X .y1  X .y1path g in Q from 1 to an element q of Q to be any sequencek Q k
1
e 1. e 2. e 1. e  r .1 , q , q q , . . . , q s qQ x x x xi1. i2. i1. i r . /rsj
 X .y1  .  .of elements of Q , where j is a positive integer, e r s "1, i r gk
 41, 2, . . . , m y 1 . For any such path g there is a corresponding sequence
 .  .  .e 1 e 2 e 11 , p q , p q p q , . . . , .  .  .G x x x i1. i2. i1.
 .  .  .e j e jy1 e 1
p q p q ??? p q .  .  .x x . x /i j. i jy1 i1.
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 .of elements of the group G. We write l g for the last element of the
 .above sequence and define W to be the set of all elements l g when gk , q
 X .y1  .runs through all paths in Q from 1 to q. Note that l g is ank Q
 .element of G such that l g A s q and that
W s l g W . 2 .  .k , q k , 1Q
A similar definition of a path could be given with the modified condition
 .  4  4  .that i r g 1, 2, . . . , m _ j for some j F m or even that i r g
 41, 2, . . . , m . We preferred using in the definition of a path the condition
 .  4  4that i r g 1, 2, . . . , m y 1 because q , . . . , q is a Z-basis of Q9.x x1 my1
The following lemma is the only place we use the hypothesis that either
G is a split extension of A by Q or A is of finite exponent.
LEMMA 3.3. W is a finite subgroup of A.k , 1Q
Proof. Note that any element of W corresponds to a closed path atk , 1Q
 X .y1  X .y11 in Q and the group of closed paths at 1 in Q , with groupQ k Q k
operation the concatenation of paths, is finitely generated. Thus W is ak , 1Q
finitely generated subgroup of A. If G is a split extension of A by Q we
can assume that p is an embedding of Q in G and hence W containsk , 1Q
only the trivial element in A.
If G is non-split then, since by assumption A is a torsion abelian group,
W is a finite subgroup of A as required.k , 1Q
We shall prove in Section 3.3 that there exist positive integers k and d0
such that
S : O s, d for all k G k , 3 .  .Dk 0
sgSkq1
 .where O s, d is the set of all elements in Q9 contained in the open ball in
R m Q9 , R my 1 with radius d and centre s. Furthermore we will show in
Section 3.3 that there exist positive integers n and t and some subsets0 0
U of S such thatkq t kqt0 0
S : O u , n for all k G k . 4 .  .Dk 0 0
ugUkq t0
Denote by a the sum of the elements of W ; G in the groupk , q k , q
algebra ZG. We write the elements of the group algebra ZG as Z-linear
 .  .  . a q1 q2 . . . q j.a  .  .  .combinations of p q p q ??? p q T s T p q p q . . . p q1 2 j 1 2 j
 .for q , q , . . . , q g Q, a g A these expressions are not unique . We1 2 j
define
a s a T u y 1 g ZG, . k k , q
X ugUy1 kq t .qg Q 0k
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where U : Q embeds in N s ZQrP [ ??? [ ZQrP : A via the diag-kq t 1 s0
onal map. Set
a s a g ZGN , 5 .  .kGkk 1
where k is a sufficiently big positive integer; we will define it at the1
beginning of Section 3.4.
 .  .LEMMA 3.4. Pro¨ided 3 and 4 hold and k is a sufficiently big positi¨ e1
 N.integer the image b of a in E s ZG is Q9-in¨ariant.A
 .Proof. By 2
a s l g T a . k , q
agWk , 1Q
 X .y1  X .y1 y1 X .y1for any path g in Q from 1 to q. If q g Q l q Q fork Q k x ki
some i between 1 and m y 1 then
p q a s p q l g T a s l g 9 T a s a , .  .  .  . x k , q x k , q qi i x i
agW agWk , 1 k , 1Q Q
where g 9 is the concatenation of the path g from 1 to q and the pathQ
 .  X .y1q, qq and both paths are in Q .x ki
Then for every 1 F i F m y 1 one calculates
p q a y a s p q a T u y 1 .  .  . x k k x k , qi i
X ugUy1 kq t .qg Q 0k
y a T u y 1 . k , q
X ugUy1 kq t .qg Q 0k
s a T u y 1 . k , q qx i
X X ugUy1 y1 y1 kq t .  .qg Q lq Q 0k x ki
q p q a T u y 1 .  . x k , qi
X X ugUy1 y1 y1 kq t .  .qg Q _q Q 0k x ki
y a T u y 1 . k , q
X ugUy1 kq t .qg Q 0k
s p q a T u y 1 .  . x k , qi
X X ugUy1 y1 y1 kq t .  .qg Q _q Q 0k x ki
y a T u y 1 . 6 .  . k , q
X X ugUy1 y1 kq t .  .qg Q _q Q 0k x ki
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 .  u .  X .y1Consider the element p q a  T y 1 for some q g Q _x k , q ugU ki kq t0y1 X .y1 y1 X Xq Q and k G k . Then q g Q _ q Q : S j . . . j S forx k 1 k x k k kybi i
 .some sufficiently big positive number b not depending on k and by 3
y1  .there exists an element s g S such that q g O s, bd if k G k G k qk 1 0
 .  .b. By 4 there exists an element u in U such that s g O u , n . Then0 kqt 0 00
 .qu g O 1 , n q bd and0 Q 0
p q a T u y 1 s T qx i qu y 1 p q a .  .  .  . x k , q x k , qi i
ugU ugUkq t kq t0 0
g T r y 1 ZG 7 .  .
 .rgq O 1 , n qbdx Q 0i
We remind the reader that the elements of Q are viewed as elements of
N : A via the diagonal map from ZQ to N s ZQrP [ ??? [ ZQrP .1 s
 u .  X .y1  X .y1Now we consider a  T y 1 for q g Q _ q Q fork , q ugU k x kkq t i0
some k G k . Then qy1 g QX _ qy1 QX and1 k x ki
QX _ qy1 QX : S j S j ??? j S 8 .k x k k ky1 kybi
for some positive integer b not depending on k but probably depending on
 .i. Choosing b sufficiently big we can assume that 8 holds for all
1 F i F m. Assume further that k G b q k and hence k G b q k . Then1 0 0
y1  .q g S for some 0 F j F b and by 3 there exists an element s in Sky j k
y1  .  .  .such that q g O s, jd : O s, bd . Now by 4 we have an element u in0
 .  .U such that s g O u , n and hence qu g O 1 , bd q n .kq t 0 0 0 Q 00
Then one calculates
a T u y 1 s T qu y1 a g T r y1 ZG .  .  .  k , q k , q
ugU ugU  .kq t kq t rgO 1 , bdqn0 0 Q 0
9 .
 .  .  .  N.By 6 , 7 , and 9 we deduce that the image b of a in ZG isA
q -invariant for 1 F i F m y 1 and hence it is Q9-invariant.x i
3.3. The Choice of k , t , and U0 0 k
In this section we find sets U and positive integers k , d, t whichk 0 0
 .  .satisfy 3 and 4 from Section 3.2.
Let A and B be the subsets of R s for some positive integer s. We
 .define d A, B to be the infimum of all real numbers d such that for any
element a g A there exists an element b g B with the property that the
distance between a and b is not more than d. Note that in general
 .  .d A, B / d B, A . Later we will need the following simple fact.
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LEMMA 3.5. Let s be a natural number and let l , l , . . . , l be linear1 2 sq1
s  s . sfunctionals on R such that their con¨ex hull in Hom R , R , R is an
s-simplex with the origin as an internal point. Suppose that for some real
 s  .numbers a G b , 1 F i F s q 1 the sets A s r g R N l r G a for all 1 Fi i i i
4  s  . 4i F s q 1 and B s r g R N l r G b for all 1 F i F s q 1 are s-sim-i i
plexes. Denote the sets of ¨ertices of A and B by Ao and B o, respecti¨ ely, so
o  o o 4 o  o o 4  o.A s a , . . . , a , B s b , . . . , b where l a s a for 1 F i / j F1 sq1 1 sq1 i j i
 o.s q 1 and l b s b for all 1 F i / j F s q 1. Then A : B andi j i
5 o o 5d B , A F max a y b : 1 F i F s q 1 . 1 4 .  .i i
If in addition 0 g A and B s r A for some real number r ) 1, we have0 0
o o5 5d B _ A, dB F max a y b : 1 F i F s q 1 , 2 4  . . i i
where dB denotes the boundary of B and B _ A is the closure of B _ A.
 .Remark. Inequality 2 is true without the additional hypothesis but we
need it only in the described form.
 .Proof. 1 Let b be an element of B and a / b an element of A _ dB.
Then the intersection of the line through a and b and the boundary dB of
B contains only two distinct points, say b and b . Without loss of1 2
generality we can assume that b is a point between a and b and so2
 . w .b s ta q 1 y t b for some t g 0, 1 . Since b g dB there exists some2 2
 4  4i g 1, 2, . . . , s q 1 and non-negative real numbers m suchj 1F j/ iF sq1
that b s  m bo and  m s 1. We define c s ta q2 1F j/ iF sq1 j j 1F j/ iF sq1 j
 . o1 y t  m a . Since A is a convex set c is an element of A and1F j/ iF sq1 j j
5 5 5 . o.5 5  o o.5 5 o o 5b y c s 1 yt b y m a F  m b y a F max b y a :2 j/ i j j j/ i j j j j j
41 F j F s q 1 .
 .2 Let b be an element of B _ A and let the ray from 0 through b
intersect the boundary d A of A at the point c and the boundary dB of B1
 4at the point c . Then there exists some i g 1, 2, . . . , s q 1 and non-nega-2
 4 otive real numbers m such that  m s 1, c s  m a ,j 1F j/ iF sq1 j/ i j 1 j/ i j j
o 5 5 5 5 5  o o.5and c s  m b . Then b y c F c y c s  m b y a F2 j/ i j j 2 1 2 j/ i j j j
5 o o 5 4max b y a : 1 F j F s q 1 .j j
o o .  . 5 5 4Then d B _ A, dB s d B _ A, dB F max a y b : 1 F i F s q 1 ,i i
as required.
The following lemma is an easy consequence of Lemma 3.5.
LEMMA 3.6. Let s be a natural number and let l , l , . . . , l be linear1 2 sq1
s  s . sfunctionals on R such that their con¨ex hull in Hom R , R , R is an
 s  .s-simplex containing the origin as an internal point. Let A s r g R N l rk i
4  s  .G a , 1 F i F s q 1 for some real numbers a and B s r g R N l ri, k i, k k i
4G a y b , 1 F i F s q 1 for some positi¨ e real numbers b , not dependingi, k i i
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on k, be s-simplexes for all k g N. Then A ; B andk k
the set d B , A is bounded. 3 4 .  .k k kgN
If in addition for all k the origin belongs to A and B s r A for some realk k k k
number r ) 1 thenk
the set d B _ A , dB is bounded. 4 . 4 .k k k kgN
o  o o o 4 o  oProof. Let A s a , a , . . . , a and B s b ,k 1 , k 2 , k sq 1 , k k 1 , k
o o 4b , . . . , b be the vertices of A and B , respectively, given by2, k sq1, k k k
 o .  o .l a sa for 1F i/ j F sq1 and l b sa yb for 1F i/ j Fi j, k i, k i j, k i, k i
 o o .s q 1. Then l a y b s b for 1 F i / j F s q 1 does not depend oni j, k j, k i
o o  .  . 5 ok, so a y b does not depend on k. By 1 d B , A F max a yj, k j, k k k j, k
o 5 4  .  .b : 1 F j F s q 1 , so 3 follows immediately. Similarly 4 follows fromj, k
 .2 .
By the choice of the characters x , . . . , x for any 1 F i F m there1 m
 .exists an integer j i such that
the ring B s ZQ q P r q ZQ q P is non-trivial. 5 . .  .i x j i. x x j i.i i i
Let J be a maximal ideal in B . Then B rJ is a finite field and therei i i i
exists a positive integer r such thati
r iKer x s 1 in B rJ . 6 .  . .i i i
We define
L s q g S : x q s ykx q ; Q9, .  . 4i , k k i i x i
W s q g L N x q G y k y 1 x q for 1 F j / i F m , .  .  . 4i , k i , k j j x j
r ik mU s q g W N qq g Ker x , and set U s D U . 7 .  . 5i , k i , k x i k is1 i , ki
We define some subsets of R my 1 s Q9 m R by
QX * s r g R my 1 N q , r G ykx q for all 1 F j F m , .  . 5k x j xj j
SU s QX * _ QXU ,k k ky1
LU s r g R my 1 N q , r G ykx q for all 1 F j / i F m , .  .i , k x j xj j
q , r s ykx q , .  . 5x i xi i
W U s r g R my 1 N q , r G y k y 1 x q , 1 F j / i F m , . .  .i , k x j xj j
q , r s ykx q . .  . 5x i xi i
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Then W ; L ; S ; QX are the points with integral coordinates ini, k i, k k k
W U ; LU ; SU ; QXU ; R my 1, where Q9 is identified with Zmy 1 ini, k i, k k k
R my 1.
The following lemma ensures the existence of positive integers k and d0
 .satisfying 3 in Section 3.2.
LEMMA 3.7. There exist positi¨ e integers k and d such that0
S : O s, d for all k G k . .Dk 0
sgSkq1
 .   U U  U ..4Proof. By 4 the sets d Q _ Q , d Q andk ky 1 k k g N
U U U U   ..4  .d Q _ Q , d Q are bounded. Since the boundary d Q ofkq1 k kq1 k g N k
U U U U U   ..4Q lies in Q _ Q we can deduce that the set d S , d Q isk kq1 k k kq1 k g N
bounded as well.
We claim that for sufficiently large k, say k G k , the set L is0 i, k
  U .4non-empty and the set d L , L is bounded. If this is the casei, k i, k k G k 0
 U . m U mthen using that d Q s D L and D L : S we getkq1 is1 i, kq1 is1 i, kq1 kq1
  U .4the set d S , S is bounded and S is nonempty for k G k .k kq1 k G k y1 k 00
 .Consequently there exists a positive integer d such that d S , S - dk kq1
for all k G k , as required in Lemma 3.7.0
k U  . my 1Define B s q L : Ker x l Q9 m R ; Q9 m R s R . Since xi, k x i, k i ii
is a discrete character there exists a positive integer z such that any closedi
 .  .m y 2 -ball in Ker x l Q9 m R with radius bigger or equal to z con-i i
tains a point from the free abelian group Q9 l Ker x . Define A to bei i, k
 .  .the set of elements r in B such that the m y 2 -ball in Ker x l Q9 mi, k i
R with centre r and radius z lies in B . Since the maximal radius of ani i, k
 . Um y 2 -ball entirely contained in L goes to infinity as k goes toi, k
 .infinity, for sufficiently big k, say k G k , A is an m y 2 -simplex. Note0 i, k
 .   .4that by 3 the set d B , A is bounded. Then for k G ki, k i, k k G k 00
 U .  k U k .  . we have d L , L s d q L , q L F d B , A q d A ,i, k i, k x i, k x i, k i, k i, k i, ki ik .  .   U .4q L F d B , A q z and hence d L , L is bounded, asx i, k i, k i, k i i, k i, k k G ki 0
required.
 d4The following lemma about the filtration F defined at the begin-d g Z
ning of Section 3.2 will play a key role in the proof that the image of the
 N.element b in ZG is nontrivial.G0
LEMMA 3.8. For sufficiently large positi¨ e integer t we ha¨e0
W : Fykyt0q1 8 .k , 1Q
for all k.
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Proof. Let G be the set of all closed paths in Q9 of the type
1 , q e  i. , q e  i.q e  j. , q e  j. , 1 , /Q x x x x Qi i j j
 .  .  4where 1 F i / j F m y 1 and e i , e j g y1, 1 . Then W is ank , 1Q
additive subgroup of A contained in the subgroup generated by
 .y1  .  .  X .y1l g l g l g , where g is a path in Q starting from 1 and g g G.1 1 1 k Q
Since A is a left ZQ-module via conjugation and all the paths g lie in1
 X .y1Q we havek
W : ZQX l g . .k , 1 kQ
ggG
Via the diagonal map from Q to N the set QX maps to elements in Fykk
 . yt 0q1and hence it is sufficient to choose t such that l g g F for all0
g g G; this is possible because G is a finite set.
The following proposition ensures the existence of natural numbers n0
 .and t satisfying 4 from Section 3.2. The statement is geometrically clear0
but the precise calculation involves several simple geometrical arguments.
 .PROPOSITION 3.9. There exist a positi¨ e integer t satisfying 8 and a0
natural number n , depending on t , such that0 0
S : O u , n for all k G k . .Dk 0 0
ugUkq t0
 .Proof. 1 We claim that there exists a positive integer d such that the0
  U .4set U is non-empty for all k G d and the set d S , U is bounded.k 0 k k k G d0
  UWe have seen in the proof of Lemma 3.7 that the set d S ,k
m U .4 U U  .D L is bounded. Now W ; L are m y 2 -simplexes andis1 i, k k g N i, k i, k
 .  . k U k U we can apply 3 to the m y 2 -simplexes q W ; q L ; Ker x lx i, k x i, k ii i
.  U U .  k U k U .Q9 m R, for k g N. Since d L , W s d q L , q W we have thati, k i, k x i, k x i, ki i
  U U .4the set d L , W is bounded.i, k i, k k g N
It remains to prove that for k sufficiently large, say k G d , U is0 i, k
  U .4nonempty-for all 1 F i F m and the set d W , U isi, k i, k 1F iF m; k G d0
bounded. If this is the case we can deduce that there exists a positive
integer n such that1
U is non-empty and d SU , U - n for all k G d . 9 .  .k k k 1 0
k U  k U 4  .We consider B s q W s q q N q g W , an m y 2 -simplex ini, k x i, k x i, ki i
 . k  . r i my 1Ker x l Q9 m R. Then q U s B l Ker x l Q9 : Q9 , Z .i x i, k i, k ii
Since x is a discrete character the subgroup Q s Q9 l Ker x of Q9 is ai i i
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free abelian of rank m y 2 and hence there exists a positive integer zi
 .such that any closed m y 2 -ball in Q m R ; Q9 m R, with radius biggeri
 . r ithan or equal to z , contains a point of Q .i i
Let A be the set of all elements r g B such that the closedi, k i, k
 .m y 2 -ball in Q m R with center r and radius z lies in B ; so A isi i i, k i, k
 . Uempty, a single point, or an m y 2 -simplex contained in B . Since Wi, k i, k
 .is an m y 2 -simplex with the property that the maximal radius of a
 . Uclosed m y 2 -ball contained in W goes to infinity as k goes to infinity,i, k
 .we have that for sufficiently large k, say k G d , A is an m y 2 -simplex.0 i, k
k  .Then the set q U is non-empty for all k G d . By 3 we obtain that thex i, k 0i
  .4  k .  .set d B , A is bounded. Then d B , q U F d B , A qi, k i, k k G d i, k x i, k i, k i, k0 i
 k .  .d A , q U F d B , A q z for k G d . Thusi, k x i, k i, k i, k i 0i
d W U , U s d q k W U , q k U is bounded 4 .  5 .kGdi , k i , k x i , k x i , k0 i i kGd0
as required.
 .  .2 Let t be any positive number satisfying 8 and t G d . Then by0 0 0
Lemma 3.7 we have
S : O u , dt for all k G k . 10 .  .Dk 0 0
ugSkq t0
 .Finally set n s n q dt , where n is the positive integer given in 9 .0 1 0 1
 .  .Using 9 and 10 we obtain
S : O u , dt : O u , n for all k G k .  .D Dk 0 0 0
ugS ugUkq t kq t0 0
as required.
 N.3.4. The Image of b is Non-tri¨ ial in ZG G0
Now we summarize. We take k and d to be the integers defined in0
Lemma 3.7, then define the positive integers n and t and the sets U0 0 kqt0
to be the ones given by Proposition 3.9, and finally set k s b q k , where1 0
 .b is the positive integer introduced in 8 , Section 3.2. Let a be the
N  .element of ZG defined in 5 , Section 3.2 with the chosen positive
 .integers k and t and the sets U , k g N. Then both conditions 3 and1 0 kqt0
 .  N.4 from Sections 3.2 hold, so by Lemma 3.4 the image b of a in ZG A
is Q9-invariant.
We remind the reader that G0 was defined in Section 3.1 see Proposi-
.tion 3.1 and finally we prove
 N.THEOREM 3.10. The image of b in ZG is non-tri¨ ial.G0
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 N.Proof. Assume, to the contrary, that the image of b in ZG isG0
trivial. By Proposition 3.1 there exists an integer d* such that
u d*a T y 1 s 0 in Z ArF . .k , 1Q
ugUkq t0
Note that a was defined before Lemma 3.4 and should not bek , 1Q
 .confused with the similar notation used in Proposition 3.1. By 8 in
0 w ykyt0q1 xSection 3.3 we have a s cT in Z ArF where c is the numberk , 1Q
of the elements in the finite set W ; we remind the reader that the setk , 1Q
W was defined in Section 3.2. For sufficiently large k, say k G k*,k , 1Q
d* ykyt0q1  u . w ykyt0q1 xF : F and so a  T y 1 s 0 in Z ArF .k , 1 ugUQ kq t0
Hence
u ykyt q10T y 1 s 0 in Z ArF for k G k*. 1 .  .
ugUkq t0
Let V be the abelian subgroup of ArFykyt0q1 generated by thekq t0
classes of the elements in U ; we remind the reader that the elements ofkq t0
U ; Q embed in N : A via the diagonal map. Let V be thekq t i, kqt0 0
subgroup of V generated by the classes of the elements in U . Wekq t i, kqt0 0
claim that V is a direct sum of its subgroups V for 1 F i F m.kq t i, kqt0 0
Let l be an element of the abelian subgroup of N generated by U ,i i, kqt0
 .  .  .  .1 F i F m. By 7 in Section 3.3 we have x U G y k q t y 1 x qj i, kqt 0 j x0 j
for j / i, so l g Fykyt0q1 for 1 F j / i F m. If m l g Fykyt0q1 si x is1 ij
F m Fykyt0q1 : Fykyt0q1 , since l g Fykyt0q1 for all j / i, we haveis1 x x j xi i i
l g Fykyt0q1 . Using again l g Fykyt0q1 for 1 F j / i F m we get l gi x i x ii j
F m Fykyt0q1 s Fykyt0q1 ; hence V is a direct sum of its subgroupsjs1 x kqtj 0
V for 1 F i F m.i, kqt0
 .  u . w xOne can write 1 of the form  T y 1 s 0 in Z V ; henceugU kqtkq t 00
there exists i such that0
uT y 1 s 0 in Z V for k s k*. . i , kqt0 0
ugUi , kq t0 0
Since
U : Fykyt0q1 for j / ii , kqt x 00 0 j
the abelian group V is isomorphic to the abelian subgroup V X ofi , kqt i , kqt0 0 0 0
ArFykyt0q1 generated by the image of U in N under the diagonalx i , kqti 0 00
map. Thus
XuT y 1 s 0 in Z V for k s k* . i , kqt0 0
ugUi , kq t0 0
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and
s
X ykyt ykyt q10 0V embeds in q ZQ q P r q ZQ q P . 2 .[  /  /i , kqt x x j x x j0 0 i i i i0 0 0 0js1
 . We know by 5 in Section 3.3 that the ring B s ZQi x0 i0.  . X  ykyt0qP r q ZQ q P is non-trivial. Obviously B [ q ZQj i . x x j i . i x x0 i i 0 0 i i0 0 0 0
.  ykyt0q1 .  .qP r q ZQ q P is isomorphic to B as a Z Ker x -mod-j i . x x j i . i i0 i i 0 0 00 0 .ule. By 2 we have
XuT y 1 s 0 in Z B for k s k* . i0
ugUi , kq t0 0
and so
uT y 1 s 0 in Z B and hence in Z B rJ for k s k*, . i i i0 0 0
kq t0ugq Ux i , kq ti 0 00
 .where J is the ideal of B defined in Section 3.3. By 6 in Section 3.3 alli i0 0
 . r i  .0the elements of Ker x represent 1 q J in B rJ and by 7 ini i i i0 0 0 0kq t0  . r i0Section 3.3 q U : Ker x , sox i , kqt ii 0 0 00
1qJi0T y 1 s 0 in Z B rJ for k s k*.< < . U , kqti 0 i i0 0 0
The last statement contradicts the fact that 1 q J is a non-trivial elementi0w xof the finite field B rJ and Z B rJ does not have nilpotent elements.i i i i0 0 0 0
This completes the proof of Theorem 3.10.
We have just shown that the image of our special element b under the
canonical map
H 0 Q9, ZGN ª H Q0 , ZGN .  . .  .A A0
is non-trivial. This implies that G is not of type FP because as shown inm
w x   N. .  N.1 the above map factors through H Q, ZG , H G, ZGmy 1 A my1
and the latter should be trivial if G is of type FP . This finishes the proofm
of Theorem B.
It is worth noting that the proof of Theorem B can be used to show the
w xresult of Bieri and Strebel 5 that FP implies 2-tameness. As before we2
can assume that A is not 2-tame and then the subgroup Q9 of Q defined
in Section 3.1 has rank one. The latter is crucial to claim existence of
 N. non-trivial Q9-invariant elements in ZG in the notation of Section 3.2,A
since the rank of Q9 is one, for any non-negative integer k the subgroup
.W of A is trivial , which is the main obstacle in the non-split case.k , 1Q
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Finally we remark that in the non-split case the condition that A is of
finite exponent was used only in the proof of Lemma 3.3 but the observa-
tion that W is finite is vital for the construction of the element a .k , 1Q
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